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a b s t r a c t

Because precision and grade act as fundamental quantitative information in approximation
space, they are used in relative and absolute quantifications, respectively. At present, the
double quantification regarding precision and grade is a novel and valuable subject, but
quantitative information fusion has become a key problem. Thus, this paper constructs
the double-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade (PG-Approx-Space)
and tackles the fusion problem using normal logical operations. It further conducts
double-quantification studies on granular computing and rough set models. (1) First, for
quantitative information organization and storage, we construct space and plane forms
of PG-Approx-Space using the Cartesian product, and for quantitative information extrac-
tion and fusion, we establish semantics construction and semantics granules of PG-Approx-
Space. (2) Second, by granular computing, we investigate three primary granular issues:
quantitative semantics, complete system and optimal calculation. Accordingly, six types
of fundamental granules are proposed based on the semantic, microscopic and macro-
scopic descriptions; their semantics, forms, structures, calculations and relationships are
studied, and the granular hierarchical structure is achieved. (3) Finally, we investigate
rough set models in PG-Approx-Space. Accordingly, model regions are proposed by devel-
oping the classical regions, model expansion is systematically analyzed, some models are
constructed as their structures are obtained, and a concrete model is provided. Based on
the quantitative information architecture, this paper systematically conducts and investi-
gates double quantification and establishes a fundamental and general exploration
framework.

� 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
52
1. Introduction

1.1. Pawlak-Model, VPRS-Model, GRS-Model

Rough set (RS) theory, first proposed by Pawlak [23], is a data analysis theory as well as a mathematical tool for dealing
with vague, inconsistent and incomplete information. Yao [51] provides this theory with two explanations: the set-oriented
and operator-oriented views. As a relatively new methodology on soft computing, RS-Theory has been extensively empha-
sized in recent years, and its effectiveness has been confirmed by successful applications in many science and engineering
71900.
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fields. RS-Theory has become one of the focuses of research in artificial intelligence theory and its applications, and some
relevant results have been reported in [4,9,13,32,44,59].

U is the finite and non-empty universe, while R denotes an equivalence relation. x 2 U, equivalence class ½x�R is also called
the atom granule, while a granule is generally defined as the union of certain equivalence classes, and U=R ¼ f½x�R : x 2 Ug
represents knowledge. Thus, ðU;RÞ constitutes the approximation space (Approx-Space). Suppose A # U;A represents a spe-
cific set generally called a concept, and jAj refers to the cardinal number. In the Pawlak-Model [23], the upper and lower
approximations are defined by
Please
the do
RA ¼ [f½x�R : ½x�R \ A – /g; RA ¼ [f½x�R : ½x�R # Ag: ð1Þ

posRA ¼ RA; negRA ¼� RA; bnRA ¼ RA� RA ð2Þ
denote the positive region, negative region, and boundary region, respectively. In particular, the classified three-way regions
have the specific qualitative semantics and reflect certainty and uncertainty, thus underlying knowledge discovery and data
mining. Moreover, R and R are the corresponding approximation operators. As the Pawlak-Model is only a qualitative model,
it has some limitations, such as no fault-tolerance mechanisms. Thus, the Pawlak-Model needs improving, while the quan-
titative RS model has great value.

Uncertainty is a main feature of artificial intelligence, while probability acts as an important tool to describe uncertainty.
Thus, probability was introduced into RS-Theory to produce the probabilistic rough set [46,49,68]. The probabilistic rough
set has many outstanding merits, such as measurability, generality and flexibility, and it functions well in many concrete
models, such as the 0.5-probabilistic rough set [38], variable precision rough set (VPRS) [14,69], decision-theoretic rough
set [50,54], game-theoretic rough set [2,7], parameterized rough set [6,26] and Bayesian rough set [36,58]. Meanwhile,
the graded rough set (GRS) [52], also a typical quantitative model, has some complementarity with the probabilistic rough
set. The VPRS and GRS are actually two fundamental types of quantitative models with both the fault-tolerance capability
and extended feature, and as a result, they serve as this paper’s main background models.

Ziarko [69] proposed the VPRS by introducing the relative degree of misclassification: cð½x�R;AÞ ¼ 1� j½x�R \ Aj=j½x�Rj. With
a threshold of b 2 ½0;0:5Þ, the upper and lower approximations become
RbA ¼ [f½x�R : cð½x�R;AÞ < 1� bg; RbA ¼ [f½x�R : cð½x�R;AÞ 6 bg; ð3Þ

posRbA ¼ RbA; negRbA ¼� RbA; bnRbA ¼ RbA� RbA ð4Þ
denote the positive region, negative region, and boundary region, respectively; Rb and Rb are the corresponding approxima-
tion operators. For largely solving the data noise problem, the VPRS has great significance for data acquisition and
information analyses; moreover, it expands the Pawlak-Model. The VPRS is applied in many studies and applications, such
as the attribute reduction and rule extraction in [1,3,8,10,11,19,37,57,66] and the practical results in geological and medical
fields in [20,22,39–41,45].

pð½x�R;AÞ ¼ 1� cð½x�R;AÞ ¼ j½x�R \ Aj=j½x�Rj is the core measure in Approx-Space. It also corresponds to both the conditional
probability in the decision-theoretic rough set [12,15,17,31,55,65] and the rough membership proposed by Pawlak and
Skowron [24], and it further develops into the inclusion degree. Greco et al. [6] presented a generalized model of the VPRS
by using the absolute and relative rough membership, while Singh and Dey [33] used the rough membership for document
categorization. Refs. [19,30,43] used the inclusion degree to extensively explore measures, reasoning and applications on
uncertainty. In this paper, pð½x�R;AÞ is specifically called precision of ½x�R with respect to A, while the threshold b 2 ½0;0:5Þ
serves as the precision parameter. Note that precision is extracted from the VPRS but has already been generally promoted.
Thus, RbA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ > bg refers to union of the equivalence classes whose precision with respect to A is greater than b.
RbA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞP 1� bg refers to union of the equivalence classes whose precision with respect to A is not smaller than
1� b. Similar to these quantitative descriptions, the precision description of threshold b is called precision semantics. Fur-
thermore, the surplus three-way regions have their own precision semantics. In fact, precision semantics reflect the relative
fault-description feature and determine the VPRS application function.

Yao and Lin [52] explored the relationships between rough sets and modal logics and proposed the GRS by utilizing the
graded modal logics. The GRS basically describes the absolute quantitative information about knowledge and concepts and
expands the Pawlak-Model. The discussion of the GRS mainly focuses on the model construction, such as those in [16,42,53],
while its background (the graded modal logic) has fruitful studies. N denotes the natural number set and threshold k 2 N. In
the GRS, the upper and lower approximations become
RkA ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�R \ Aj > kg; RkA ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj � j½x�R \ Aj 6 kg; ð5Þ
Rk and Rk are the corresponding approximation operators. Measures j½x�R \ Aj and j½x�Rj � j½x�R \ Aj reflect the absolute number
of ½x�R elements inside and outside A, respectively. In this paper, gð½x�R;AÞ ¼ j½x�R \ Aj and gð½x�R;AÞ ¼ j½x�Rj � j½x�R \ Aj are called
internal grade and external grade of ½x�R with respect to A, respectively, while threshold k serves as the grade parameter.
Internal grade and external grade originate from the GRS, but after extraction and promotion, they have already transcended
the GRS and, in fact, describe another group of applicable measures in Approx-Space. Thus, RkA ¼ [f½x�R : gð½x�R;AÞ > kg refers
to union of the equivalence classes whose internal grade with respect to A is greater than k; RkA ¼ [f½x�R : gð½x�R;AÞ 6 kg refers to
cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
uble-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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union of the equivalence classes whose external grade with respect to A is not greater than k. Similarly, the grade description of
the threshold k is called grade semantics, while grade semantics reflect the absolute fault-description feature and also
underlie the model applications. Usually, RkA # RkA does not hold, and there are rarely reports about the GRS classified re-
gions, except [62].
1.2. Double quantification

The relative and absolute errors, two basic notions, have already existed, such as in the measurement field. Here, cð½x�R;AÞ
and gð½x�R;AÞ are the relative and absolute errors about knowledge R and set A, respectively. On the other hand, pð½x�R;AÞ and
gð½x�R;AÞ can refer to the relative overlap rate and absolute overlap number, respectively. Thus, as precision and grade reflect
the relative and absolute quantitative information of Approx-Space, respectively, they become fundamental measures. By
incorporating precision and grade, the VPRS and the GRS further contribute to the relative and absolute quantification, thus
having relative and absolute fault-tolerance capabilities, respectively. The relative and absolute quantitative information
serve as two distinctive objective sides for the Approx-Space description, and each side has its own representative virtues
and application environments. Thus, each one needs to be emphasized rather than neglected. Ref. [62] provides several
examples to illustrate the importance of both. Herein, we provide another relevant example about measurement.

Example 1. Suppose r and m are the real value and measured value in a measurement process, respectively. As is well
known, eR ¼ ðm� rÞ=r and eA ¼ m� r denote the relative and absolute errors, respectively, and they both reflect some reli-
ability of the measured result m. For the measurement evaluation, each one may be singly utilized. Thus, eR ¼ 10% actually
reflects certain measurement information, but it is concerned with only one part. Suppose eR1 ¼ 10% and eR2 ¼ 30%. Is the
first measurement more precise than the latter? Moreover, consider eR1 ¼ eR2. The answers are difficult because of informa-
tion incompleteness. However, the double-error awareness will result in a new situation. Generally, suppose eR – 0, then
Please
the do
eR ¼ m�r
r

eA ¼ m� r

�
ð6Þ
r ¼ eA
eR

m ¼ 1þeR
eR

eA

(
ð7Þ
Systems ðr;mÞ and ðeR; eAÞ are equivalent, while formulas (6) and (7) become the system transformation formulas based on
mutual deduction. Therefore, system ðeR; eAÞ is also complete when compared to system ðr;mÞ. Thus, eR and eA have com-
pleteness, they can completely determine system ðr;mÞ and they can fully reflect the accurate measurement information,
which is shown by formula (7). For assumptive two measurement projects, eR1 ¼ 10%, eA1 ¼ 1000 ðmÞ, eR2 ¼ 30%,
eA2 ¼ 30 ðmÞ, then by formula (7), we obtain r1 ¼ 10;000 ðmÞ, m1 ¼ 11;000 ðmÞ while r2 ¼ 100 ðmÞ, m2 ¼ 130 ðmÞ. Though
eR2 ¼ 30% > 10% ¼ eR1, measurement 2 may be better because its absolute loss (30 m) is considerably lower than
measurement 1’s (1000 meters). This assessment result particularly exhibits the system characteristic of the double-indexes.
Moreover, the single system eR (or eA) is incomplete; thus, if eR1 ¼ eR2, then we must resort to additional information
regarding eA1 and eA2. In fact,
eR ¼
eA

r
;

@eR

@r
¼ � eA

r2 ;
@eR

@eA
¼ 1

r
; deR ¼ �

eA

r2 dr þ 1
r

deA: ð8Þ
Formula (8) shows that the relationship between eR and eA is non-linear and that eA can relatively impact both eR and its
change; the similar opposite also holds. Thus, eR and eA, in fact, have a close mutual relationship, and their complementarity
exists. For the dimension, the measurement system ðr;mÞ is two-dimensional, while the double-error system ðeR; eAÞ is usu-
ally two-dimensional as well. However, as the single system eR (or eA) is only one-dimensional, it has less accuracy.

In Approx-Space, because precision and grade are the relative and absolute measures and are related to the relative and
absolute errors, they have a close and dialectical relationship. According to this relative or absolute measure, the VPRS and
GRS only make the relative or absolute (single) quantification. In fact, the core quantitative system of Approx-Space and the
composite system of precision and grade are significantly similar to the measurement system ðr;mÞ and the errors system
ðeR; eAÞ, respectively. Section 2 will provide some novel studies and important results of the mathematical mechanism
analyses, and it will demonstrate that precision and grade have a non-linear relationship. Section 2 will also discuss the
quantitative complementarity and quantitative completeness with respect to precision and grade. In Approx-Space, the
description with the three measures (i.e., precision, internal grade and external grade) is called double quantification, simply noted
as D-Quantification. D-Quantification serves as a general and systematic notion with both relative and absolute quantitative
information. Based on Section 2, the D-Quantification system has quantitative completeness for the core quantification system
of Approx-Space. However, when considering its three-dimensional application form, it also exhibits both quantitative
expansibility and quantitative inclusiveness. Compared to the single quantification, the extended D-Quantification ap-
proaches both the inherent quantitative essence of Approx-Space and the high actual demand of RS-Theory. Accordingly,
D-Quantification provides more quantitative information and stronger descriptive abilities, thus implying better measurable
results. Furthermore, it has double fault tolerance capabilities, allowing it to adapt to more complex environments, and it can
cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
uble-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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construct more application models with completeness and diversity, thus improving and promoting the existing models,
such as the VPRS and GRS. In summary, D-Quantification has great significance.

Regarding computational complexity, D-Quantification usually has the same feasibility level with respect to the single
quantification. Thus, D-Quantification is reasonable. Meanwhile, the VPRS and the GRS are used for the relative and absolute
quantification, respectively, and they have many close similarities and relationships, such as the similar basic properties for
the approximation operators. Reference [62] conducted a comparative study of the two models and confirmed their clear
relationships and mutual transformations. Moreover, Refs. [5,42] investigated their formal transformations based on broader
relations. Because D-Quantification is found to have a stable foundation, it is a feasible application. At present, there are few
studies about D-Quantification, except for a series of relevant literatures linked to us, such as [61,63,64]. In fact, Refs.
[61,63,64] reflected our initial and elementary work on some partial and basic combined quantification, and they emphat-
ically investigated some preliminary elements and specific aspects of the combination of precision and grade, such as the
single operation on AND OR NOT, several direct combination operators, several vivid models and concrete algorithms. In par-
ticular, D-Quantification has distinctive systematization and prominent generalization features and is a novel, important but
complex and abstract subject. Therefore, our previous single, vivid, concrete works have established the important founda-
tions for the in-depth D-Quantification exploration.

1.3. Granular computing

Granular computing (GrC), first proposed by Zadeh [56], has emerged as one of the fastest growing information processing
paradigms in computational intelligence and human-centric systems. GrC is often loosely defined as an umbrella term to
cover any theories, methodologies, techniques or tools that make use of granules in complex problem solving [47]. The
GrC research has attracted many researchers and practitioners. For example, Pedrycz et al. investigated many fundamental
aspects of information granules in intelligent systems in [27–29]. In particular, Yao [47] proposed the triarchic model of GrC,
i.e., the philosophy of structured thinking, the methodology of structured problem solving, and the computation of struc-
tured information processing. In essence, GrC reflects the thoughts on multiple granules, multiple levels and multiple views
and concretely provides a methodology for information processing. Moreover, granules are fundamental notions, and
granulation is one of the key issues, while the granular hierarchical structure provides describing and solving methods of
corresponding hierarchical problems.

As RS-Theory acts as a typical concrete model for GrC, some aspects on rough GrC were extensively investigated. For
example, Pawlak and Skowron [25] provided rough set perspectives of GrC, while from a rough computing perspective,
Skowron and Stepaniuk [34] explored the formation of granules with different criteria. Yao [48] studied both the rough
set approximation and information granulation. From the topological view of GrC, Zhu [67] explored covering-based rough
sets, and Liu et al. [18] explored GrC from a rough logic aspect. In particular, based on Approx-Space, Skowron et al. [35]
investigated some important issues on modeling rough GrC, and Pal et al. [21] investigated the image object extraction with-
in the framework of both rough sets and GrC.

1.4. Thoughts and outline

Because D-Quantification has the quantitative completeness and quantitative expansibility/inclusiveness, it has become a
novel, valuable, reasonable and feasible subject. For scientific exploration, we first must construct the existing space for D-
Quantification, and for this purpose, the basic Approx-Space is worth promoting. Thus, it becomes both fundamental and
interesting to construct a novel double-quantitative space with wonderful and in-depth structures from which to investigate
D-Quantification. In this paper, we make a preliminary attempt at this task. Herein, Approx-Space with the three measures is
specifically called the double-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, simply noted as PG-Approx-Space. There-
fore, PG-Approx-Space becomes a basic supported structure for D-Quantification. Meanwhile, as PG-Approx-Space now
seems rather vacuous, there is an urgent need for the rigorous structural forms and quantitative information combination
connotation. Our main work is to create and investigate D-Quantification in PG-Approx-Space, noting that PG-Approx-Space
correspondingly becomes full.

First, how to create the D-Quantification becomes a primary problem, i.e., the quantitative information fusion becomes a
key problem. By using the Cartesian product combination on only two measures of precision and grade, we conduct some
relevant investigation in [60]. In particular, logical AND OR NOT operations serve as usual combination methods and fusion
technologies in the classical logic, and they closely correspond to the RS-Theory set essence. Refs. [61,63,64] have separately
but effectively utilized the logical integration. Thus, we will systematically utilize AND OR NOT fusion methods for D-Quan-
tification integration. Second, D-Quantification has the three measures, a fact that follows the basic GrC idea with respect to
multiple views, and thus the relevant GrC studies become necessary and feasible. In fact, GrC can provide a perfect research
scheme in view of the complexity of D-Quantification. Using GrC, we will investigate three primary granular issues: the
quantitative semantics, the complete system and optimal calculation. Third, the RS model underlies the practical
applications of RS-Theory, while the VPRS and GRS act as only a single quantification RS-Model. Accordingly, the double-
quantitative RS model is worth studying, and we will discuss model expansion and model construction in PG-Approx-Space.
In short, we will create D-Quantification works in PG-Approx-Space using three fundamental and systematic techniques:
quantitative information architecture, GrC and the RS-Model.
Please cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
the double-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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Based on mathematical mechanism analyses, Sections 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 strengthen the justification for the D-Quantification
methodology as well as its novelty and explore PG-Approx-Space mathematical forms. We then systematically utilize
AND OR NOT fusion technologies to establish the semantics construction and semantics granules, which underlies D-Quan-
tification and endows PG-Approx-Space with the information fusion connotation. Furthermore, we finally conduct D-Quan-
tification studies on GrC and the RS-Model. Therefore, this paper involves four concrete contents with respect to PG-Approx-
Space: (1) the basic mathematical forms, (2) the semantics construction and semantics granules, (3) the multiple granules
and their features and relationships, (4) the model expansion and model construction. Furthermore, this paper exploits a dis-
tinctive D-Quantification characteristic and has the following relevant contributions. (1) The novel mathematical forms of
PG-Approx-Space are well organized and store the double-quantitative information. (2) The semantics construction and
semantics granules systematically utilize the normal AND OR NOT technologies to complete quantitative information extrac-
tion and fusion, and the relevant system construction underlies the D-Quantification exploration. (3) GrC effectively exhibits
the rich granules and their relevant semantics, calculations and hierarchy of D-Quantification. (4) The RS-Model is system-
atically studied in PG-Approx-Space, including model expansion and model construction. Therefore, based on the quantita-
tive information architecture, this paper systematically conducts and investigates D-Quantification and particularly
establishes a fundamental and general exploration framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Regarding PG-Approx-Space, Section 2 constructs the space and plane forms
to organize and store quantitative information. Section 3 explores the semantics construction and semantics granules to ex-
tract and fuse the quantitative information. Granulation is then mainly conducted using the semantics and the microscopic
and macroscopic descriptions, and multiple fundamental granules are proposed and studied. Section 4.1 studies basic
semantics (BS) and BS-Granules; Sections 4.2 and 4.3 refer to B-Granules and C-Granules, respectively; Section 5.1 explores
M-Regions, BM-Regions, BMC-Granules; furthermore, Section 5.2 presents the granular hierarchical structure. For the RS-
Model in PG-Approx-Space, Section 5.1 proposes the model regions and model definition by developing the traditional no-
tions; Section 6.1 studies model expansion, constructs some models and further develops their structures; Section 6.2 pro-
vides a concrete model. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Basic mathematical forms of PG-Approx-Space

By analyzing some mathematical mechanisms on precision and grade, this section constructs the basic mathematical
forms of PG-Approx-Space, including the space and plane forms. Both forms exhibit the quantitative information structures,
rigorously organize and effectively store the quantitative information, and basically describe and construct PG-Approx-
Space. That is, they provide the mathematical basis and concrete technology for the later in-depth D-Quantification explo-
rations. These studies, in fact, concern the basic granular discussion of PG-Approx-Space because the equivalence classes are
atom-granules and their structures are ingeniously constructed herein.

2.1. Space form

Precision, internal grade and external grade can be utilized to measure the relationship between ½x�R and A. Furthermore,
if A is treated as the set parameter while ½x�R changes in knowledge, then the three measures can act as variables. Suppose R
denotes the real number set. 8½x�R 2 U=R, suppose X ¼ gð½x�R;AÞ; Y ¼ gð½x�R;AÞ; Z ¼ pð½x�R;AÞ. Thus, the three measures are
transposed to three variables X; Y ; Z.

Definition 2.1. The three-dimensional coordinate system formed by X; Y and Z is called the measure space on precision,
internal grade and external grade and is simply noted as Measure Space.

In Definition 2.1, by being viewed as three coordinate variables, the three measures are used to establish a three-dimen-
sional coordinate system (i.e., Measure Space). In fact, the space construction uses the Cartesian product of the relative and
absolute measures, and this idea becomes scientific because D-Quantification corresponds to multiple views.

Suppose f1 : U=R! R3; f 1ð½x�RÞ ¼ ðX;Y ; ZÞ. f1 moves each equivalence class into three-dimensional Measure Space. In
other words, equivalence classes construct the three-dimensional organization using the three measures. From the three
measures perspective, Approx-Space exhibits a three-dimensional form. Moreover, PG-Approx-Space, as Approx-Space with
the three measures, is also described. We next investigate the relationship between precision and grade and further exhibit
the exact space form of PG-Approx-Space.

Proposition 2.2.

(1) Z ¼ Y
XþY ;

@Z
@X ¼ � Y

ðXþYÞ2
; @Z

@Y ¼ X
ðXþYÞ2

; dZ ¼ � Y
ðXþYÞ2

dX þ X
ðXþYÞ2

dY.

(2) X ¼ Y 1�Z
Z ; @X

@Y ¼ 1�Z
Z ; @X

@Z ¼ � Y
Z2 ; dX ¼ 1�Z

Z dY � Y
Z2 dZ.

(3) Y ¼ X Z
1�Z ;

@Y
@X ¼ Z

1�Z ;
@Y
@Z ¼ X

ð1�ZÞ2
; dY ¼ Z

1�Z dX þ X
ð1�ZÞ2

dZ.
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Proposition 2.2 provides the mutual relationships among the three variables, where the three items are equivalent. For
item (1), equality Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ is the non-linear relationship between precision and grade. With respect to the measure

variables, Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ further becomes a binary function, and by continuity expansion, we also provide the partial deriv-
atives and total differential formula. Accordingly, internal grade and external grade influence precision and its change. In a
word, precision and grade have a non-linear relationship and quantitative complementarity.

For the three indexes, only one constraint condition exists, and it further forms a specific binary function in the Measure
Plane, i.e., Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ. Thus, all equivalence classes are endowed with a novel structure. Atom-granules are discretely dis-
tributed on the surface Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ (here, X; Y; Z P 0) in Measure Space. In other words, the space surface Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ
reflects the PG-Approx-Space. In particular, Fig. 1 shows the surface figure. Thus, PG-Approx-Space becomes well-organized
and in-depth, its space form is microscopically provided, and it scientifically stores and objectively exhibits the double-quan-
titative information of Approx-Space.

Proposition 2.3.

(1) @Z
@X < 0; @Z

@Y > 0.

(2) If X ¼ Y, then Z ¼ 0:5.

Item (1) in Proposition 2.3 shows that precision becomes monotonic decreasing and monotonic increasing with respect to
external grade and internal grade, respectively, while Item (2) shows that precision becomes 0.5 when external grade and
internal grade are equal. Fig. 1 also reflects the two mathematical properties for Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ.

According to the precision parameter, the VPRS approximations correspond to two cut-sets of the surface Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ in
the direction of Z-axis. Similarly, according to the grade parameter, the GRS upper and lower approximations correspond to
two cut-sets of the surface Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ in the directions of the Y-axis and X-axis, respectively. Moreover, other regions can
be similarly analyzed. Accordingly, as the space surface also includes both the VPRS and GRS descriptions, it has a strong
application feature. In fact, Measure Space provides a perfect description tool, particularly for the measure applications.

Observation 2.4. The D-Quantification system ðgð½x�R;AÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ; pð½x�R;AÞÞ and PG-Approx-Space are both three-
dimensional.

The D-Quantification system has three views, while PG-Approx-Space corresponds to a three-dimensional surface. Thus,
Observation 2.4 provides the natural dimension conclusion.
2.2. Plane form

The space form is mainly constructed based on precision, internal grade and external grade. However, one and only one
independent equality exists among the three measures, and this point implies the possible plane description of PG-Approx-
Space. For this purpose, we first construct the two-dimensional mathematical form of the core quantitative Approx-Space
and further analyze PG-Approx-Space.

For Approx-Space ðU;RÞ and set A, there are two and only two direct and core measures: j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. Other appli-
cation measures, such as precision and grade, can be formed based on the first two core measures. Thus, j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj
Fig. 1. Space form of PG-Approx-Space.
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serve as the core quantitative indexes and can reflect the Approx-Space quantitative essence. For this study, both measures
will be utilized to similarly construct a two-dimensional plane. 8½x�R 2 U=R, suppose V ¼ Vð½x�R;AÞ ¼ j½x�Rj; Y ¼ gð½x�R;AÞ
¼ j½x�R \ Aj.

Definition 2.5. The two-dimensional coordinate system formed by V and Y is called the measure plane on the cardinal number
and internal grade and is simply noted as Measure Plane.

In Definition 2.5, by being viewed as two coordinate variables, the two core measures j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj are used to estab-
lish a two-dimensional coordinate system (i.e., Measure Plane). Similarly, the plane construction utilizes the two-dimen-
sional Cartesian product, which corresponds to the two views of the core indexes. In fact, there are no decisive
relationships between j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, though j½x�R \ Aj 6 j½x�Rj. In other words, variables V and Y are almost completely
independent. We define f2 as U=R! N2; f 2ð½x�RÞ ¼ ðV ;YÞ. Accordingly, all atom-granules are discretely distributed in the re-
gion 0 6 Y 6 V in the Measure Plane, and the essential two-dimensional form of the core quantitative Approx-Space is
exhibited.

Observation 2.6. The core quantification system ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ and core quantitative Approx-Space are both two-
dimensional.

The system ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ naturally has the two-dimensional feature and serves as a core quantitative system for the
system ðU;R;AÞ on Approx-Space. In other words, Approx-Space has the two-dimensional essence with respect to
quantification. In particular, the Measure Plane provides a vivid explanation.
Theorem 2.7. The two systems ðgð½x�R;AÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ; pð½x�R;AÞÞ and ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ are equivalent, i.e., they can mutually deduce.
Proof. For simplicity, we use the relevant variable symbols, i.e., X; Y ; Z; V . As Z ¼ 0() Y ¼ 0) ½x�R # � A, this special
case is clear. As a result, only the usual case Z – 0 (i.e., Y – 0) requires analysis and the following relationships hold.
Please
the do
X ¼ V � Y
Y ¼ Y

Z ¼ Y=V

8><
>: ð9Þ
V ¼ X þ Y ¼ Y=Z ðZ – 0Þ
Y ¼ Y

�
ð10Þ
Formula (9) shows that the three usual measures can be represented by the two core measures j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, while
formula (10) reflects the opposite. Thus, systems ðX;Y; ZÞ and ðV ;YÞ are equivalent. h
Theorem 2.8. System ðgð½x�R;AÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ; pð½x�R;AÞÞ is complete with respect to system ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ.
Theorem 2.7 shows the equivalence (i.e., the mutual decisiveness and representation) between the D-Quantification

system and the core quantification system. In particular, formulas (9) and (10) provide the system transformation basis. Fur-
thermore, Theorem 2.8 reflects the D-Quantification completeness for the core quantification system. Using mechanism
analyses, we establish a key D-Quantification foundation, that is, quantitative completeness, and we highlights this paper’s
motivation.

Observation 2.9. For the relative and absolute (single) quantification, the VPRS with pð½x�R;AÞ serves as a one-dimensional
system, while the GRS with gð½x�R;AÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ serves as a two-dimensional system. Moreover, the probabilistic rough set also
corresponds to a one-dimensional system.

Observations 2.4, 2.6, 2.9 describe the dimension results of the three basic systems, respectively, i.e., the D-Quantification
system, core quantification system, single quantification system. Based on these results, we can identify two main D-Quantifi-
cation features from the dimension perspective, i.e., quantitative expansibility and quantitative inclusiveness. For
Approx-Space, almost all explorations originate from its core quantification, and its core quantitative form is objectively
two-dimensional. For practical applications, D-Quantification is promoted to three-dimensions by the three usual measures.
According to Theorem 2.8, the D-Quantification system has quantitative completeness on the two-dimensional core system
ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ. On the contrary, the probabilistic rough set (including the VPRS) extracts only one main measure for its
applications, and accordingly, it degenerates into a one-dimensional system due to projection and dimension reduction.
However, this point also results in less accuracy. As D-Quantification has quantitative completeness, it can completely reflect
the inherent quantitative essence of Approx-Space. Furthermore, as D-Quantification has quantitative expansibility, it also
has stronger applicability, particularly regarding the relative and absolute quantitative descriptions. Moreover, because
D-Quantification has quantitative inclusiveness, it can extract the low dimensional parts, such as the precision system, which
is connected with only a one-dimensional projection.
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Based on the above analyses, PG-Approx-Space has quantitative completeness, quantitative expansibility and
quantitative inclusiveness for the core quantitative Approx-Space. In other words, PG-Approx-Space demonstrates a
complete, expanded and applicable structure. In fact, PG-Approx-Space has extracted, included and stored the core
quantitative information of Approx-Space, and also important is the fact that PG-Approx-Space is highly applicable
for the usual measures. Accordingly, PG-Approx-Space has important research value. In the later sections, we study
the semantics construction, GrC, and RS-Model in PG-Approx-Space. For the RS-Model, both the double-quantitative
and degenerate models can be directly investigated in PG-Approx-Space. In other words, PG-Approx-Space also
establishes a general framework for RS-Model explorations. In particular, it is relevant that the three basic models
(Pawlak-Model, VPRS-Model, GRS-Model) also exist in PG-Approx-Space, though they demonstrate project extraction
and dimension reduction.

In fact, Measure Plane, which originates from the core quantitative system, can also describe D-Quantification well and
can further provide a simple and direct plane form of PG-Approx-Space. According to formula (9), precision and grade have
their own mathematical/geometric meanings in Measure Plane. pð½x�R;AÞ ¼ Z ¼ Y=V means that the precision of an equiva-
lence class becomes the slope of the line that passes through the origin and atom-granular point. gð½x�R;AÞ ¼ Y means that the
internal grade of an equivalence class becomes the distance from the atom-granular point to V-axis. gð½x�R;AÞ ¼ X ¼ V � Y means
that the external grade of an equivalence class becomes the difference between the two distances from the atom-granular point to
Y-axis and V-axis. Moreover, all the VPRS and GRS regions also have their own mathematical/geometric meanings. The VPRS
upper and lower approximations with threshold b correspond to the regions of Y > bV and Y P ð1� bÞV , respectively. The
GRS upper and lower approximations with threshold k correspond to the regions of Y > k and Y P V � k, respectively.
Other regions can be similarly analyzed. Thus, we also use Measure Plane to creatively explain the existing fundamental
notions.

In summary, the two-dimensional system ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ serves as the core quantitative system of Approx-Space, and its
Measure Plane also has fundamental value to PG-Approx-Space, which has been verified based on the mathematical/geomet-
ric meanings of both the measures and regions. According to the core information, all equivalence classes are distributed in
Measure Plane. On the contrary, utilizing Measure Plane can effectively extract the three measures. Thus, PG-Approx-Space
also becomes well-organized and in-depth. Meanwhile, Measure Plane provides a basic plane form of PG-Approx-Space and
also becomes an important tool to explore D-Quantification, particularly for the GrC study. Moreover, the system
ðj½x�Rj; j½x�R \ AjÞ has calculation directness and optimization, and therefore, it is also used to examine the granular calcula-
tions later.

3. Semantics construction and semantics granules

Using the basic mathematical forms for Measure Space and Measure Plane, PG-Approx-Space has rigorously organized
and stored the relative and absolute quantitative information. The next task is to extract and apply the quantitative infor-
mation on precision and grade. In practice, atom-granules are extracted by quantitative information and are further merged
into application regions. In other words, PG-Approx-Space provides the accurate three-measure descriptions of atom-gran-
ules located in the microcosmic bottom layer, while the practical application requires information fusion and region extrac-
tion located in the macrocosmic high layer. For this application purpose, both quantitative information extraction and fusion
become a fundamental work in PG-Approx-Space. Furthermore, the quantitative semantics have the dual function of extrac-
tion and fusion, and thus play a critical role. In fact, quantitative semantics involve both measure connotation and region
extension. Thus, this section first explores the semantics construction principle of PG-Approx-Space and further defines
and studies the relevant semantics and semantics granules.

The VPRS case is first analyzed. Precision information is mainly extracted by the threshold criteria. The precision seman-
tics are formed, and the bearing granule can be obtained. In the VPRS, precision descriptions pð½x�R;AÞ > b and
pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b serve as the initial precision semantics and are embodied by the relevant granules [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ > bg
and [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞP 1� bg, i.e., the VPRS upper and lower approximations. In application, the classified three-way regions
are specifically required. In the set operation view, the three-way regions are mainly obtained by the intersection union com-
plementary operations of the approximations, which is also shown by formula (4). In the precision semantics perspective,
posRbA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞP 1� bg; negRbA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ 6 bg; bnRbA ¼ [f½x�R : b < pð½x�R;AÞ < 1� bg. Thus, we dis-
cover that the three-way precision semantics originate from the logical AND OR NOT operations of pð½x�R;AÞ > b and
pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b. For example, b < pð½x�R;AÞ < 1� b means ½pð½x�R;AÞ > b� ^ :½pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b�. In short, precision semantics
of approximations serve as the initial fused basis, and the regions are actually the bearing granules of composite precision
semantics obtained by the logical AND OR NOT fusion of the initial precision semantics.

According to precision, the above example clearly reflects three basic aspects: (1) the initial quantitative information
extraction on the threshold, (2) the quantitative information fusion on the logical AND OR NOT operations, and (3) the nat-
ural granules merging by the semantics action. Moreover, it also shows a concept’s two dialectical sides: the semantics con-
notation and set extension. Thus, the quantitative information extraction and fusion on precision and grade can be similarly
constructed in PG-Approx-Space. In other words, for D-Quantification applications, PG-Approx-Space may use thresholds b
and k to extract quantitative information from the initial approximations, may use logical AND OR NOT operations to fuse
quantitative information, and can further merge atom-granules into regions according to the fused quantitative description.
However, the three measures must be simultaneously considered.
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Definition 3.1. Semantics Construction Principle of PG-Approx-Space refers to the two following rules regarding
quantitative information extraction and fusion. (1) The initial measure descriptions of thresholds follow the VPRS and GRS
approximations forms, i.e., only four types of initial precision or grade semantics exist: pð½x�R;AÞ > b; pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b;
gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ 6 k. (2) The quantitative information fusion is mainly performed with the finite use of the classical
logical AND OR NOT operations.

The semantics construction principle is established by adhering to the above details regarding the VPRS analyses. Based
on the VPRS and GRS approximations, rule (1) defines the initial quantitative semantics such that the measures descriptions
of thresholds become natural for the background models, and the quantitative expansibility/inclusiveness is harmoniously
embodied. Rule (2) defines the quantitative information fusion technologies according to the logical AND OR NOT operations.

According to this fundamental principle, the semantics and semantics granules can be naturally defined and deeply stud-
ied in PG-Approx-Space.

Definition 3.2. Regarding the semantics construction principle, the measures description of thresholds b and k is called
semantics. Moreover, the semantics set is noted as S ¼ fsg.

The semantics in PG-Approx-Space simulate and include/extend the quantitative semantics of the regions in the VPRS-
Model, GRS-Model and Pawlak-Model. In particular, the semantics construction principle provides a concrete and
operational specification for the semantics construction. For example, s� ¼ ½pð½x�R;AÞ > b� ^ :½pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b� ^ ½gð½x�R;
AÞ > k� ^ :½gð½x�R;AÞ 6 k� is the semantics, and it is actually s� ¼ ½b < pð½x�R;AÞ < 1� b� ^ ½gð½x�R;AÞ > k� ^ ½gð½x�R;AÞ > k�; how-
ever, pð½x�R;AÞP b is not semantics because it cannot be obtained using the semantics construction principle.

According to the propositional logic method, the inductive definition of semantics can be equivalently provided by apply-
ing rules (1)(2) of the semantics construction principle.

Definition 3.3. In PG-Approx-Space, semantics is defined by the following rules:

(1) pð½x�R;AÞ > b; pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b; gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ 6 k are (initial) semantics;
(2) if s1; s2; s are semantics, then s1 ^ s2; s1 _ s2;:s are semantics;
(3) and the result obtained by only finite use of (1)(2) is semantics.

Definition 3.3 reflects the propositional logic feature of semantics construction. Rule (1) reflects the quantitative informa-
tion (initial) extraction and corresponds to four atomic propositions. Rule (2) reflects the quantitative information fusion and
corresponds to the (complete) logical connectives. Rule (3) reflects the action finiteness. Thus, semantics becomes the prop-
ositional formula.

Theorem 3.4. Semantics system ðS;^;_;:Þ corresponds to the propositional logic.
Theorem 3.4 deeply exhibits the logic essence of the semantics system in PG-Approx-Space. Thus, semantics has a strong

basis in logic, and the propositional logic theory provides effective descriptions. For example, semantics has several forms,
such as the above s� with the three levels for the three measures, the precision semantics with the one level for only one
measure, and others with multiple levels according to a superficial form. Thus, the semantics is not necessarily the three-
level form. From the logic perspective, however, the normal form of the three-level form has great significance for the
semantics system, which will be discussed in Section 4.1.

Definition 3.5. In PG-Approx-Space, the granule completely bearing certain semantics is called the corresponding
semantics granule. In other words, if 8s 2 S, then sg ¼ [f½x�R : sg is the semantics granule related to s. Moreover, the
semantics granule set is noted as SG ¼ fsgg.

The semantics granule includes/extends the region notion of the VPRS-Model, GRS-Model and Pawlak-Model, and thus
underlies the PG-Approx-Space descriptions and D-Quantification applications. In particular, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the semantics and semantics granule. In fact, semantics acts as the semantics granular connotation
and define the set extension, while on the contrary, the semantics granule serves as the exact extension embodiment of
the semantics connotation. Moreover, the semantics granule construction and acquisition also reflect the granule merging
process based on the fused quantitative information, i.e., atom granules that satisfy certain fused semantics conditions
merge into the semantics granule. According to the definition, the semantics granule can be determined and computed
by the semantics connotation. For example, for the above semantics s�, the corresponding semantics granule is
sg� ¼ [f½x�R : ½b < pð½x�R;AÞ < 1� b� ^ ½gð½x�R;AÞ > k� ^ ½gð½x�R;AÞ > k�g; thus, sg� is well-defined, merged and calculable.

Finally, we establish an in-depth isomorphism theory to probe the relationship between the semantics system and the
semantics granule system and further give two essential mathematical structures for the semantics granule system.

Theorem 3.6. (System Isomorphism Theory). The semantics system ðS;^;_;:Þ and semantics granule system ðSG;\;[;�Þ are
isomorphic.
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Proof. Suppose u : S! SG;8s 2 S;uðsÞ ¼ sg ¼ [f½x�R : sg, then u is well-defined. u is obviously a one-to-one mapping.
8s1; s2; s 2 S;uðs1 ^ s2Þ ¼ [f½x�R : s1 ^ s2g ¼ ð[f½x�R : s1gÞ \ ð[f½x�R : s2gÞ ¼ uðs1Þ \uðs2Þ. Similarly, uðs1 _ s2Þ ¼ uðs1Þ [uðs2Þ;
uð:sÞ ¼ [f½x�R : :sg ¼� uðsÞ. Thus, the two systems are isomorphic. h

In fact, the set operations closely correspond to the logical operations, thus clarifying Theorem 3.6. Moreover, its proof
reflects the equivalence between the granular merging based on the whole fused semantics and the set operation based on
the partial semantics granules. More deeply, Theorem 3.6 reflects the harmony between the quantitative information fusion
and application region calculation, i.e., the logical AND OR NOT operations in the semantic connotation level correspond to
the set intersection union complementary operations in the granular extension level, and the logical connectives !;$
correspond to the set relationships # ;¼, respectively.

For the semantics granule, the semantics construction principle and system isomorphism theory reflect the D-
Quantification essential construction based on the VPRS and GRS approximations and finite set operations; hence, the PG-
Approx-Space study highly and reasonably aligns with RS-Theory. Thus, the D-Quantification issue regarding quantitative
information fusion has been perfectly resolved, and the fusion technologies with the normal operations become reasonable
and necessary, particularly from the operator-oriented view [51] (this view holds as RS-Theory has not changed the classical
operations and has developed the classical set theory only by adding the approximation operators). h
Theorem 3.7. System Structure TheoryThe semantics granule system SG ¼ fsgg constructs both a topology and a r algebra on U,
while the semantics system S ¼ fsg also corresponds to a topology and a r algebra.

Theorem 3.7 reflects the perfect mathematical structure feature of the semantics granule system. Thus, the research on
the universe can mainly depend on the semantics granule system to develop the structural description and probabilistic
measurement. In fact, this theorem not only underlies the D-Quantification applications but also provides scientific evidence
for the region applications of RS-Theory. According to the inclusiveness, we partly provide the sub-topology and r sub-alge-
bra of the VPRS, i.e., f/;U;RbA;RbA; posRbA;negRbA; bnRbA; . . .g, which is only a subset of SG ¼ fsgg. Moreover,
fposRbA;negRbA; bnRbAg serves as a corresponding topological base.

For D-Quantification, this section deeply investigates quantitative information extraction and fusion to scientifically
construct the semantics and construct the semantics granules with perfect mathematical structures in the application layer.
The research results are in accordance with the RS-Theory set essence, and establish the scientific application framework of
D-Quantification. Accordingly, the surplus sections explore some detailed contents, such as the semantic normal form, multi-
ple granules and the RS-Model.
4. Basic semantics and three types of concrete granules

4.1. Basic semantics (BS) and basic semantics granule (BS-Granule)

Section 3 provides the semantics and semantics granules. Furthermore, this section focuses on the disjunctive normal form
of semantics and the corresponding granules. According to logic theory, semantics must be represented by the three-level con-
junctive form. From another perspective, the three-level elementary forms have basis and diversity and can reflect the exact
three-measure description and PG-Approx-Space feature. Thus, the relevant decomposition becomes feasible and valuable. For
simplicity, some explicit descriptions are directly used. Suppose p ¼ pð½x�R;AÞ; g ¼ gð½x�R;AÞ; g ¼ gð½x�R;AÞ.

Theorem 4.1. In PG-Approx-Space, there are 10 and only 10 types of basic semantics on the three measures, and Table 1 shows the
relevant results.
Proof. According to the semantics construction principle, only finite types of semantics exist, and the basic types of the three
measures can be constructed. There are three complete precision intervals: ½0; b�; ðb;1� bÞ; ½1� b;1�. Similarly, there are
two complete intervals of internal grade and external grade, respectively, i.e., ½0; k�; ðk;þ1Þ. Thus, there are 12 complete
combinations of the three measures, and only two do not exist because of the mathematical properties in Proposition 2.3,
i.e., (1) g > k; g 6 k; p 6 b; (2) g 6 k; g > k; p P 1� b. h
Table 1
BS/BS-Granules.

BS/BS-Granule Precision semantics Grade semantics BS/BS-Granule Precision semantics Grade semantics

(1) p 6 b g > k; g > k (6) p 6 b g 6 k; g 6 k
(2) b < p < 1� b g > k; g > k (7) b < p < 1� b g 6 k; g 6 k

(3) p P 1� b g > k; g > k (8) p P 1� b g 6 k; g 6 k

(4) b < p < 1� b g > k; g 6 k (9) p 6 b g 6 k; g > k

(5) p P 1� b g > k; g 6 k (10) b < p < 1� b g 6 k; g > k

Please cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
the double-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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Definition 4.2. The 10 types of basic semantics using the three measures are simply called basic semantics and are noted as
BS. Furthermore, the corresponding semantics granules are called basic semantics granules and are noted as BS-Granules.

As the semantics and semantics granule have strong similarities, the BS and BS-Granule are also very similar except for
the semantics essence and set nature. Table 1 provides the 10 types of BS/BS-Granules where BS serves as the main form. For
example, BS (2) is that precision with respect to A is in ðb;1� bÞ, and both internal grade and external grade with respect to A are
greater than k. BS-Granule (2) has the exact merging result on atom-granules with BS 2), i.e., [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ 2 ðb;1� bÞ;
gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ > kg, and it is actually the previous semantics granule sg� (in Section 3). BS-Granule (2), as the set
extension, has the semantics connotation of BS (2). Obviously, the BS/BS-Granule has the direct fusion description of the
three measures with both the ratio and the number information. In other words, we can visually observe the fusion of
the relative and absolute information on precision and grade. In particular, BS and BS-Granules deeply reflect the double
fault description features as well, and the double fault types are basic and complete.

In the propositional logic view, BS originates from the principal disjunctive normal form on SG ¼ fsgg. Because of the four
atomic propositions, there are 16 types of minterms with the four-level form; however, p > b and p P 1� b have the cor-
relation, and p; g; g have a decisive relationship. Therefore, only 10 types of minterms exist. BS takes the three-level elemen-
tary conjunctive form and is actually the minterm. Moreover, BS-Granules serve as the supporting sets of the semantics
minterms.

Proposition 4.3. In the semantics logic system ðS;^;_;:; True; FalseÞ, suppose BS0; . . . ;BS10 are the 10 types of BS, then
BS0 _ . . . _ BS10 ¼ True and BSi ^ BSj ¼ False, where i; j 2 f1; . . . ;10g and i – j.
Theorem 4.4. BS MeritRegarding the semantics construction principle, the non-separable BS serves as the finest/smallest
semantics and can represent any semantics using the disjunction form.

Theorem 4.4 becomes clear based on the semantics mechanism and the principal disjunctive normal form. Therefore, the
in-depth BS significance for semantics is reflected. BS has the basic representation feature and strong construction ability,
thus providing a unified description framework for semantics. Accordingly, the semantic extraction connected with BS
has important value. According to the system isomorphism theory (Theorem 3.6), granular semantics on BS corresponds
to the granular relationship with BS-Granules. In other words, granular decomposition on BS-Granules can completely
determine its semantics on BS and is therefore an important GrC issue in PG-Approx-Space.

Theorem 4.5. BS-Granules Merit10 BS-Granules, as a partition, act as a base for the topology on the semantics granule set (i.e.,
topology SG ¼ fsgg). An arbitrary semantics granule is the merging of BS-Granules, and its semantics is the disjunction of the BS
extracted by the composed BS-Granules.

Based on Theorem 4.5, for a semantics granule, its semantics can be easily extracted if the relationships between it and
the BS-Granules are clear such that the extraction problem of granular semantics completely changes into the study of
granular relationships with respect to BS-Granules. With respect to a semantics granule, the relationships between it and
BS-Granules must be given, while its semantics may be omitted. Accordingly, the research focus changes from a discussion
of semantics to a study of granules where BS-Granules play a core role.

BS-Granules related to BS can represent semantics granules and can quickly extract semantics. Thus, BS-Granules estab-
lish an important foundation for semantics granules calculations and applications, and thus become a fundamental type of
granule with a core position in PG-Approx-Space.

In Measure Space, BS-Granules correspond to the classified spaces of the surface Z ¼ Y=ðX þ YÞ with respect to the four
planes: X ¼ k; Y ¼ k; Z ¼ b; Z ¼ 1� b. Fig. 2 shows the 10 BS-Granules in a homeomorphic plane on Measure Space.
Fig. 2. 10 BS-Granules in a homeomorphic plane on Measure Space.

Please cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
the double-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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In Measure Plane, BS-Granules correspond to the classified regions with respect to the four lines: Y ¼ k; Y ¼ V � k;
Y ¼ bV ; Y ¼ ð1� bÞV . As b < 0:5 < 1� b, ‘‘Z ¼ 0:5 when X ¼ Y ’’ (in Proposition 2.3) concludes, the intersection point of
Y ¼ k and Y ¼ V � k must be located in the range between Y ¼ bV and Y ¼ ð1� bÞV . This conclusion ensures the stability
of the qualitative analyses of BS-Granules. In other words, the BS-Granular geometric form and structural system do not
depend on the usual thresholds. On the contrary, the concrete case fully reflects the qualitative results. Fig. 3 shows the
distribution of BS-Granules (where k ¼ 10 and b ¼ 0:25), and they may be correspondingly labeled.

The space/plane form and structures of BS-Granules reflect the combining and coarsening processes of atom-granules in
PG-Approx-Space. Furthermore, the BS-Granules exhibit basic structures and objective forms on the double-quantitative
semantics in PG-Approx-Space. BS-Granules can be computed by the definition, and they can also be easily constructed/com-
puted by B-Granules or C-Granules, which are proposed herein.

4.2. Basic granules (B-Granules)

BS and BS-Granules are related to semantics and originate from the three application measures. However, the two core
measures j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj have calculation directness and optimization. Thus, a basic granulation of BS-Granules with
respect to the core measures will be conducted here.
Fig. 4. B-Granules in Measure Plane.
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For semantics granules, there are only finite types of descriptions of j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj according to the most accurate con-
dition. To produce these descriptions, BS-Granules only need fine and complete decomposing on the two measures. Thus, we
provide and analyze them in Measure Plane. As is obtained in Section 4.1, BS-Granules are formed by the four lines:
Y ¼ k; Y ¼ V � k; Y ¼ bV ; Y ¼ ð1� bÞV . Furthermore, there are only five intersection points (except the origin) determined
by the four lines, so the exhaustive descriptions on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj can be produced by all the vertical and horizontal lines
that pass through the five points, i.e., three vertical lines V ¼ k=ð1� bÞ; V ¼ 2k; V ¼ k=b and three horizontal lines
Y ¼ bk=ð1� bÞ; Y ¼ k; Y ¼ ð1� bÞk=b. Accordingly, a complete network with 16 regions is formed, which corresponds to
the simplest form of j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. Furthermore, considering BS-Granules or the initial four lines, the new granules
emerge (only 30 types exist in theory). Fig. 4 provides the qualitative result where k ¼ 10 and b ¼ 0:4.

Definition 4.6. The granules obtained by both BS-Granules and the full descriptions on j½x�Rj; j½x�R \ Aj are called basic
granules (B-Granules).
Proposition 4.7. B-Granules are the decompositions of BS-Granules, while BS-Granules are the merging of B-Granules.
The granulation of B-Granules is actually conducted by both BS-Granules and the network of the six line subdivision.

Thus, the relationships between BS-Granules and B-Granules become clear. In another view, B-Granules correspond to the
subdivision regions of the nine lines, which accords with both BS-Granules and the desire of the exhaustive expression of
j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj.

The 30 B-Granules can be accurately described, and the concrete relationships between them and the 10 BS-Granules also
become clear. For example, BS-Granule (2),
Please
the do
[f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ 2 ðb;1� bÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ > kg;
is actually decomposed into three B-Granules such that
[f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞg;
[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞk=b�g;

[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðð1� bÞk=b; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg:
Here, the B-Granular descriptions exhibit the simplest form, where j½x�Rj is described first and j½x�R \ Aj is described second.
According to b and k, the parameters become constants in the first process while several variables may inevitably exist in the
second.

Theorem 4.8. B-Granules MeritAccording to j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, B-Granules – as a partition – serve as basic granules for
semantics granules, and any semantics granule can be constructed accordingly by them.

j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj act as the finest/smallest information in Approx-Space. Based on BS-Granules, B-Granules have ade-
quately used j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, which accords with the granulation process. Thus, Theorem 4.8 reflects the fundamental po-
sition of B-Granules. Because of adequately utilizing the core data information, B-Granules become a basic type of granule,
particularly in the description and calculation aspects of PG-Approx-Space. Moreover, as B-Granules can be directly com-
puted, the studies on both BS-Granules and macroscopic regions become operable and easy by them.
4.3. Calculation granules (C-Granules)

For semantics granules, their decomposition on BS-Granules can be implemented, but the process is not simple. However,
it is relatively easy to describe the process by j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. Accordingly, their concrete calculations can be successfully
realized by B-Granules. This method is supported by B-Granules and has strong operability and good space complexity.
However, the time complexity can be further decreased because of the relatively large number of B-Granules. Therefore,
we propose a special type of granule for optimal calculations by a type of half decomposition on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. For
BS-Granules and B-Granules, the new granules are actually located in the middle layer and have stronger operability and
computability.

Proposition 4.9.
[f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ 2 ðb;1� bÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ > kg ¼ ð[f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞg
[ð[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg:
cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
uble-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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Table 2
C-Granules.

C-Granule j½x�Rj j½x�R \ Aj BS-Granule

(1) 6 k=ð1� bÞ < j½x�Rj � k (9)
(2) 6 k=ð1� bÞ ½j½x�Rj � k; bj½x�Rj� (6)
(3) 6 k=ð1� bÞ ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ (7)
(4) 6 k=ð1� bÞ ½ð1� bÞj½x�Rj; k� (8)
(5) 6 k=ð1� bÞ > k (5)
(6) ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k� 6 bj½x�Rj (9)
(7) ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k� ðbj½x�Rj; j½x�Rj � kÞ (10)
(8) ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k� ½j½x�Rj � k; k� (7)
(9) ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k� ðk; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ (4)
(10) ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k� P ð1� bÞj½x�Rj (5)
(11) ð2k; k=b� 6 bj½x�Rj (9)
(12) ð2k; k=b� ðbj½x�Rj; k� (10)
(13) ð2k; k=b� ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞ (2)
(14) ð2k; k=b� ½j½x�Rj � k; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ (4)
(15) ð2k; k=b� P ð1� bÞj½x�Rj (5)
(16) > k=b 6 k (9)
(17) > k=b ðk; bj½x�Rj� (1)
(18) > k=b ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ (2)
(19) > k=b ½ð1� bÞj½x�Rj; j½x�Rj � kÞ (3)
(20) > k=b P j½x�Rj � k (5)
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Proof. G ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ 2 ðb;1� bÞ; gð½x�R;AÞ > k; gð½x�R;AÞ > kg ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�R \ Aj > k; j½x� >R \Aj < j½x�Rj � k; j½x� . In G; k
< j½x�R \ Aj < j½x�Rj � k; thus, j½x�Rj > 2k, a necessary range, is obtained. Furthermore, the relationships of the relevant param-
eters are discussed as follows. (1) If bj½x�Rj 6 k, i.e., j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�, then ð1� bÞj½x�RjP j½x�Rj � k; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞ; (2) if
bj½x�Rj > k, i.e., j½x�Rj > k=b, then ð1� bÞj½x�Rj < j½x�Rj � k; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ. Thus, the accurate descriptions of the
two subsets appear as G1 ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞg;G2 ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj;
ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg. Moreover, G ¼ G1 [ G2 and G1 \ G2 ¼ /. � In Proposition 4.9, G is actually BS-Granule (2), and BS-Granule
(2) is decomposed into two sub-granules according to the concrete conditions of j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. The two sub-granules
have a simple form about j½x�Rj but a complex one about j½x�R \ Aj. Proposition 4.9 and its proof provide an operational scheme
of the calculation decomposition of BS-Granules, which mainly concerns the mathematical deduction with respect to j½x�Rj
and j½x�R \ Aj. In Measure Plane, the two sub-granules correspond to the subdivision regions of BS-Granule (2) by the vertical
line such that V ¼ k=b. Generally, all BS-Granules can be similarly decomposed, which corresponds to the division by the
three vertical lines such that V ¼ k=ð1� bÞ;V ¼ 2k;V ¼ k=b. As a result, a new type of granule is produced. h
Definition 4.10. The sub-granules of BS-Granules that are completely decomposed by the relationships between j½x�Rj and
k=ð1� bÞ;2k; k=b are called calculation granules (C-Granules).

The mathematical forms and structures of C-Granules correspond to both BS-Granules (i.e., the four line subdivision) and
the three vertical line subdivision, or the seven lines subdivision. Thus, the relationships between C-Granules and BS-Gran-
ules/B-Granules become clear. These results are shown in the relevant figures, such as Fig. 4.

Proposition 4.11. C-Granules are the decompositions of BS-Granules or the merging of B-Granules.
For C-Granules, Proposition 4.9 shows the decomposition process of BS-Granules. Here, a merging process of B-Granules

is also illustrated as BS-Granule (2) is the merging of three B-Granules:
Please
the do
[f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞg;

[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞk=b�g;

[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðð1� bÞk=b; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg:
The first one is a C-Granule, and the latter two are merged into a C-Granule, where j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞk=b� and
j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðð1� bÞk=b; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ are integrated into a new condition such that j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ. This C-Gran-
ule is G2 (in Proposition 4.9 and its proof).

In theory, only 20 types of C-Granules exist. Table 2 provides a list of these C-Granules as well as the relationships between
the C-Granules and BS-Granules. For example, C-Granule (9) is [f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg.
Meanwhile, two examples are provided to show the granular relationships. C-Granules (9) and (14) are the decomposition
of BS-Granule (4), while BS-Granule (5) is the merging of C-Granules (5)(10)(15)(20). Based on the granulation or figure,
the relationships between C-Granules and B-Granules become clear and can be shown in Table 2 if the B-Granules have the
relevant labels.
cite this article in press as: X. Zhang, D. Miao, Quantitative information architecture, granular computing and rough set models in
uble-quantitative approximation space of precision and grade, Inform. Sci. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2013.09.020
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C-Granules originate from the mathematical deduction of BS-Granules. Their description first utilizes the relationships
between j½x�Rj and the three constant parameters k=ð1� bÞ;2k; k=b, and second, it utilizes the relationships between
j½x�R \ Aj and the four parameters k; j½x�Rj � k; bj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�Rj. In contrast to the complete decomposition in the B-Granules
study, both this deduction and description correspond to the half decomposition on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. However, in the B-
Granules descriptions, j½x�Rj needs the same three parameters k=ð1� bÞ;2k; k=b, while j½x�R \ Aj needs seven parameters. Thus,
by ordering only seven parameters rather than 10, concrete granule calculations by C-Granules usually have more advanta-
ges with respect to the time complexity. Moreover, the half decomposition is also easier for the mathematical deduction.
Therefore, C-Granules have significance for granular optimal calculations.
5. Model regions and granular hierarchical structure

5.1. model regions

In the Pawlak-Model, the classified three regions (the positive region, negative region, and boundary region) represent
qualitative semantics and underlie practical applications. In the VPRS-Model, RbA # RbA, and the corresponding regions also
exist. However, in the GRS-Model, the regions become complex because RkA � RkA in the general case. Here, the traditional
regions are first developed in PG-Approx-Space, and the relevant notions underlie D-Quantification applications such that
the RS-Model is generally introduced into PG-Approx-Space. Furthermore, we will produce a basic region system, and per-
form the semantic extraction and concrete calculation.

Definition 5.1. 8RPGA; RPGA 2 SG define the upper and lower approximations, respectively. Furthermore,
Please
the do
posRPGA ¼ RPGA \ RPGA;negRPGA ¼� ðRPGA [ RPGAÞ;

ubnRPGA ¼ RPGA� RPGA; lbnRPGA ¼ RPGA� RPGA;

bnRPGA ¼ RPGA4 RPGA ¼ ubnRPGA [ lbnRPGA
denote the positive region, negative region, upper boundary region, lower boundary region, boundary region, respectively.
The model regions (noted as M-Regions) are defined as a general designation for the seven regions, i.e., the above five no-
tions and the upper and lower approximations. ðU;RPG;RPGÞ denotes RS-Model (i.e., Model) in PG-Approx-Space, where RPG

and RPG imply the relevant approximation operators.
In fact, we directly select two arbitrary semantics granules from SG to act as the approximations and further define the

model with the region system. This method becomes general because of the deleting of certain constraint conditions on the
approximations. The approximations proposed in Definition 5.1 adhere to the generalization property, and they can include
and simulate the usual and original approximations from the macroscopic set system perspective. Because of the complex
relationships between the upper and lower approximations, we propose the positive and negative regions, upper and lower
boundary regions, and boundary region for the RS-Model in PG-Approx-Space. In fact, they all develop the traditional re-
gions. In the Pawlak-Model, as posRA ¼ RA ¼ RA \ RA, the positive region serves as the intersection set of the approximations.
With respect to the other two notions, negRA ¼� RA ¼� ðRA [ RAÞ and bnRA ¼ RA� RA ¼ ðRA� RAÞ [ ðRA� RAÞ, and thus
similar analysis results appear. In the double-quantitative environment, in particular, the boundary region is divided into
two new notions: the upper and lower boundary regions. Moreover, the approximation operators become an abstract notion
because of the abstract approximation notion.

Proposition 5.2.
RPGA ¼ posRPGA [ ubnRPGA;RPGA ¼ posRPGA [ lbnRPGA:
Definition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 show the system feature of the seven M-Regions. In RS-Theory, the classified regions act as fun-
damental notions. According to this idea, four fundamental M-Regions emerge.
Definition 5.3. The classified four-regions (i.e., the positive region, negative region, upper boundary region, lower boundary
region) are called basic model regions and are noted as BM-Regions.

The structures and relationships of both BM-Regions and M-Regions become clear based on Definition 5.1 and Proposition
5.2. Additionally, the four BM-Regions are obviously classified. Fig. 5 reflects these results and the two complete systems.
Compared to the usual three-region classification, the four-region classification becomes a new and basic feature of the usual
RS-Model in PG-Approx-Space, a distinctive result that is mainly attributed to the D-Quantification completeness.

More deeply, M-Regions/BM-Regions have concrete semantics and correspond to a coarsening sub-system of the seman-
tics granule system ðSG;\;[;�Þ. The seven M-Regions become a part of a sub-topology of the topology SG ¼ fsgg in Theorem
3.7, and the four BM-Regions serve as a corresponding topological base, which is similar to the BS-Granules base in Theorem
4.5. Accordingly, M-Regions and BM-Regions have important relationships with semantics granules and BS-Granules. How-
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ever, when compared to semantics granules and BS-Granules, M-Regions and BM-Regions actually result in the main and
refined construction for applications.

Theorem 5.4. M-Regions/BM-Regions are merging of BS-Granules, B-Granules and C-Granules.
As semantics granules, M-Regions/BM-Regions have semantics and accordingly, they directly correspond to model appli-

cations. As a result, both their semantic extraction and optimal calculations become important problems for which there are
two main thoughts. (1) Their calculation formulas can be directly provided by the approximations. If the approximation
description refers to precision and grade, then the semantic extraction requires logic representation, which corresponds
to the decomposition of BS-Granules. If the description refers to j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, then the approximations may be first
decomposed into B-Granules or C-Granules, and all M-Regions further obtain their description formulas and semantics by
B-Granules or C-Granules. (2) On the other hand, M-Regions can be constructed by BM-Regions. If BM-Regions obtain their
decomposition on B-Granules or C-Granules, then we can completely and easily solve the problems about the concrete cal-
culation and semantic extraction of M-Regions/BM-Regions. Thus, the second method is adopted, and only C-Granules are
used for optimal calculations.

Definition 5.5. For the given RS-Model ðU;RPG;RPGÞ, C-Granules included in each BM-Region can be merged into some new
granules by integrating the conditions between j½x�Rj; j½x�R \ Aj and the relevant parameters. These new granules are called
calculation granules of basic model regions and are noted as BMC-Granules.

Similar to C-Granules, BMC-Granules are actually produced in two consistent ways. The definition originates from the
merging of C-Granules by the similarity of conditions, and the other method originates from the mathematical deduction
of BM-Regions on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj (which is also a type of half decomposition).

Theorem 5.6. BMC-Granules are the merging of C-Granules/B-Granules and the decomposition of BM-Regions/M-Regions.
Theorem 5.6 reflects the important position of BMC-Granules. BMC-Granules act as an important bridge between macro-

scopic regions and microscopic C-Granules/B-Granules, and they have the optimal calculation function for M-Regions/BM-
Regions. Moreover, M-Regions/BM-Regions semantics can also be obtained by tracking the relationships between BMC-
Granules and C-Granules/B-Granules and BS-Granules. We provide the corresponding algorithm of M-Regions by BMC-
Granules.

Algorithm 1. M-Regions Algorithm (based on BMC-Granules)

Input:

Approx-Space ðU;RÞ, concept A, thresholds b; k;

output:

M-Regions in ðU;RPGA;RPGAÞ; 1: Compute BMC-Granules;
2: Construct four BM-Regions;
3: Obtain RPGA;RPGA; bnRPGA.
4: return all M-Regions.

All M-Regions, BM-Regions and BMC-Granules depend on models and will be illustrated using a concrete model in Section
6.2.
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5.2. Granular hierarchical structure

We can now summarize the granular hierarchical structure in PG-Approx-Space. Not including atom-granules and
semantics granules, there are six types of granules, i.e., BS-Granules, B-Granules, C-Granules, M-Regions, BM-Regions and
BMC-Granules. There are usually three main GrC strategies, i.e., top-down, bottom-up and middle-out. On the whole, we
mainly adopt the bottom-up GrC strategy in PG-Approx-Space.

(1) Basic mathematical forms of PG-Approx-Space mainly concern the granular structures of atom-granules in PG-
Approx-Space. Therefore, as they correspond to only Approx-Space, they are at a basic/atomic level.

(2) BS-Granules originate from BS (which is connected with the semantic normal form). Furthermore, B-Granules and
C-Granules originate from the complete and half decomposition of BS-Granules on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj, respectively.
Therefore, as all three types of granules refer to the thresholds, they are at a microscopic level. Moreover, the
granulation method is also adopted here because new granules are mainly produced by BS-Granular
decomposition.

(3) Both M-Regions and BM-Regions originate from model applications and macroscopic descriptions. To compute them,
BMC-Granules are further provided based on the merging of C-Granules or the half decomposition of BM-Regions. As
all three types of granules depend on concrete models in PG-Approx-Space, they are at a macroscopic level.

The relationships among all six types of granules are actually clear based on the initial definitions and above studies.
Therefore, we have correspondingly constructed the granular hierarchical structure in PG-Approx-Space. Fig. 6 provides this
result where unidirectional paths with arrows denote the merging relationships among these types of granules. Moreover,
BS-Granules, M-Regions and BM-Regions are actually semantics granules.

In PG-Approx-Space, the granular hierarchical structure provides the describing and solving methods of corresponding
granular problems, such as semantics extraction and region calculations. For example, M-Regions/BM-Regions calcula-
tions can be completely implemented by the M-Regions algorithm, which essentially corresponds to the granular hier-
archical structure. Furthermore, both in-depth studies and applications in PG-Approx-Space may make full use of this
structure.
6. Rough set model

PG-Approx-Space is macroscopically presented and described by models, while the latter build up important foundations
for D-Quantification applications. In PG-Approx-Space, this section systematically investigates model expansion and pro-
vides a concrete double-quantitative model to explain certain relevant notions, such as BMC-Granules.
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6.1. Model expansion

Within the semantics granules framework, M-Regions are systematically defined, and BM-Regions support the whole M-
Regions system. Thus, the models are naturally determined and are formally represented by the approximation operators. In
PG-Approx-Space, models with double-quantitative semantics usually have double fault tolerance capabilities, allowing
them to adapt to more complex environments, and they also improve the previous models from a specific perspective. From
another perspective, the Pawlak-Model, VPRS-Model and GRS-Model are actually models in PG-Approx-Space, and thus the
models in PG-Approx-Space have strong expansionary capability. In this paper, model expansion is mainly discussed with
respect to PG-Approx-Space.

We first analyze the expansion idea of the VPRS-Model and GRS-Model with respect to the Pawlak-Model. In the VPRS-
Model, b P 0() RbA # R0A; RbA � R0A, while RbA� RbA # RA� RA, i.e., bnRbA # bnRA. The VPRS-Model degenerates into the
Pawlak-Model when b ¼ 0. Thus, it is by both lessening the upper approximation and enlarging the lower approximation
that the VPRS-Model expands the Pawlak-Model and that the VPRS boundary region is lessened for the Pawlak boundary
region. When the GRS-Model expands the Pawlak-Model, the same approximation change emerges, i.e., the upper approx-
imation is lessened while the lower approximation is enlarged. In fact, this approximation change in expansion will induce
the relative lessening of the boundary region, which suggests a benign expansion direction.

Definition 6.1. Benign expansion refers to the model expansion with both the lessened upper approximation and enlarged
lower approximation.
Proposition 6.2. Both the VPRS-Model and GRS-Model are benign expansions of the Pawlak-Model.
Here, benign expansion mainly considers the approximation expansion direction. According to this notion, if the upper

approximations are lessened while the lower approximations are enlarged for both the VPRS-Model and GRS-Model, then
a novel model will be produced to benignly expand the two basic models as well as the Pawlak-Model. This desire can be
fulfilled in PG-Approx-Space.

Definition 6.3.
Please
the do
Rb^kA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞ > b; gð½x�R;AÞ > kg;

Rb_kA ¼ [f½x�R : pð½x�R;AÞP 1� b;or; gð½x�R;AÞ 6 kg;
then ðU;Rb^k;Rb_kÞ is called the AND-OR model on precision and grade, noted as the PG-AO-Model.
Proposition 6.4.
Rb^kA ¼ RbA \ RkA;Rb_kA ¼ RbA [ RkA:

In Definition 6.3, the Rb^kA;Rb_kA semantics are defined by the logical AND OR operations of precision and grade, respec-

tively, such that Rb^kA; Rb_kA 2 SG. Thus, the new approximations and model are defined. According to system isomorphism
theory (Theorem 3.6), Proposition 6.4 further shows the semantics granular operation essence of the new approximations
with respect to the basic VPRS and GRS approximations.
Theorem 6.5. The PG-AO-Model is benign expansion on the VPRS-Model, GRS-Model and Pawlak-Model.
Proof. (1) RbA ¼ Rb^0A, RbA ¼ Rb_0A; Rb^kA # RbA, Rb_kA � RbA. (2) RkA ¼ R0^kA, RkA ¼ R0_kA; Rb^kA # RkA, Rb_kA � RkA. (3)
RA ¼ R0A ¼ R0^0A, RA ¼ R0A ¼ R0_0A; Rb^kA # RA, Rb_kA � RA. h

Theorem 6.5 shows the higher position of the PG-AO-Model where the three basic models (VPRS-Model, GRS-Model, Paw-
lak-Model) become only three special cases when k ¼ 0; b ¼ 0; b ¼ 0 ¼ k, respectively. Moreover, this new model con-
structs D-Quantification on precision and grade and has the logical double-quantitative semantics. Rb^kA is union of the
equivalence classes whose precision with respect to A is greater than b and whose internal grade with respect to A is greater than
k; Rb_kA is union of the equivalence classes whose precision with respect to A is not smaller than 1� b or whose external grade with
respect to A is not greater than k. In fact, the double-quantitative semantics deeply reflect the double fault descriptions and
fault tolerance features.

The PG-AO-Model acts as an excellent model in PG-Approx-Space. Furthermore, its upper and lower approximation oper-
ators can be used to construct more concrete models. Thus, a full model structure is produced in PG-Approx-Space.

Definition 6.6. Single expansion refers to the model expansion where only a single approximation is expanded; double
expansion refers to the model expansion where the two approximations are both expanded.
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Proposition 6.7. Both the VPRS-Model and GRS-Model are double expansion on the Pawlak-Model, while the PG-AO-Model is a
double expansion on the VPRS-Model, GRS-Model and Pawlak-Model.

We now construct some new models in PG-Approx-Space by Rb^k; Rb_k, and study their relationships on single expansion.
Fig. 7 shows the relevant results, such that if there is a direct arrow line, then the model in the upper layer acts as a single
expansion on the one in the lower layer. Furthermore, we can extract the relationships on double expansion by the corre-
sponding connected paths in Fig. 7. The results include only the three layers: (1) ðU;R;RÞ, (2) ðU;Rb;RkÞ; ðU;Rb;RbÞ;
ðU;Rk;RkÞ; ðU;Rk;RbÞ, (3)ðU;Rb^k;Rb_kÞ, where the expansion also becomes a benign expansion. Only for model expansion,
Fig. 7 also provides rich hierarchical results by paths.

In particular, the model dimension and dimensional expansion can be discussed. As is given in Section 2, the Pawlak-
Model, VPRS-Model, GRS-Model and the double-quantitative model usually correspond to 0-dimension, 1-dimension,
2-dimensions and 3-dimensions, respectively. Moreover, model expansion can also be explored in the threshold expansion
view. For example, the Pawlak-Model has no parameters, both the VPRS-Model and GRS-Model have one parameter, the PG-
AO-Model has two parameters, and models with more parameters can be further constructed, such as ðU;Rb1 ;Rb2 Þ;
ðU;Rk1 ;Rk2 Þ and ðU;Rb1^k1 ;Rb2_k2 Þ.
6.2. A concrete model

As the PG-AO-Model exhibits benign expansion, double expansion and dimensional expansion, has the double-quantita-
tive semantics and double fault tolerance capabilities, it serves as a perfect model in PG-Approx-Space. This section mainly
uses the PG-AO-Model to analyze the relevant granules and their relationships, such as BMC-Granules and BM-Regions/M-
Regions.

In the PG-AO-Model, the approximations are first defined. Additionally, the BM-Regions/M-Regions are determined and
can be described by the BMC-Granules. In fact, BMC-Granules can be obtained by the mathematical deduction of the
BM-Regions/M-Regions on j½x�Rj and j½x�R \ Aj. Table 3 presents all BMC-Granules by the computation and proof. For
example, BMC-Granule (1) is [f½x�R : j½x�Rj � 2k; j½x�R \ Aj > kg. Meanwhile, Table 3 also provides the relationships between
Table 3
BMC-Granules and the relevant relationships in the PG-AO-Model.

BMC-Granule j½x�Rj j½x�R \ Aj C-Granule BM-Region

(1) 6 2k > k (5)(9)(10) posRPGA
(2) 6 2k < j½x�Rj � k (1)(6)(7) negRPGA
(3) 6 2k ½j½x�Rj � k; k� (2)(3)(4)(8) lbnRPGA
(4) ð2k; k=b� P j½x�Rj � k (14)(15) posRPGA
(5) ð2k; k=b� 6 k (11)(12) negRPGA
(6) ð2k; k=b� ðk; j½x�Rj � kÞ (13) ubnRPGA
(7) > k=b P ð1� bÞj½x�Rj (19)(20) posRPGA
(8) > k=b 6 bj½x�Rj (16)(17) negRPGA
(9) > k=b ðbj½x�Rj; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞ (18) ubnRPGA
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BMC-Granules and BM-Regions/C-Granules. For example, BMC-Granule (1) is the merging of three C-Granules, C-Granules
(5)(9)(10), but it acts as only a part of the positive region. Thus, 20 C-Granules are actually merged into only nine BMC-Gran-
ules, and the nine are further merged into four BM-Regions.

Proposition 6.8.
Please
the do
posRPGA ¼ ð[f½x�R : j½x�Rj � 2k; j½x�R \ Aj > kgÞ
[ ð[f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ð2k; k=b�; j½x�R \ AjP j½x�Rj � kgÞ
[ ð[f½x�R : j½x�Rj > k=b; j½x�R \ AjP ð1� bÞj½x�Rjg:
Proposition 6.8 shows the description of the positive region using BMC-Granules, i.e., the positive region is actually the
merging of three BMC-Granules, BMC-Granules (1)(4)(7).

Here, BMC-Granules are mainly obtained by the half decomposition of the BM-Regions/M-Regions. The definition of BMC-
Granules shows that they also correspond to the merging of C-Granules in BM-Regions, a point that is appropriately ex-
plained by the positive region herein. By calculations of the B-Granules and C-Granules, the positive region consists of seven
C-Granules: C-Granules (5)(9)(10)(14)(15)(19)(20), but the seven are actually merged into only three classes, the BMC-Gran-
ules (1)(4)(7) in Propositions 6.8. and 6.9 and its proof illustrate only one merging process.

Proposition 6.9. BMC-Granule (1) is the merging of three C-Granules: C-Granules (5)(9)(10).

Proof. Suppose G5 ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj 6 k=ð1� bÞ; j½x�R \ Aj > kg;G9 ¼ [f½x�R : j½x� Rj 2 ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k�; j½x�R \ Aj 2 ðk; ð1� bÞj½x�RjÞg;
G10 ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k�; j½x�R \ AjP ð1� bÞj½x�Rjg. Based on the conditions in the set descriptions, G9 [ G10 ¼
[f½x�R : j½x�Rj 2 ðk=ð1� bÞ;2k�; j½x�R \ Aj > kg ¼ G�; then G5 [ G� ¼ [f½x�R : j½x�Rj � 2k; j½x�R \ Aj > kg ¼ G. G5;G9;G10;G are
actually C-Granules (5)(9)(10) and BMC-Granule (1), respectively. Therefore, the merging result is proved. h

Based on BMC-Granules, the M-Regions algorithm has been completed in the PG-AO-Model. We now explain the
semantic extraction by the positive region analysis. The positive region is the merging of BMC-Granules (1)(4)(7), which
are composed of C-Granules (5)(9)(10)(14)(15)(19)(20). Thus, the positive region semantics is the disjunction of the BS on
the three BMC-Granules or the seven C-Granules.

Proposition 6.10. The positive region semantics is the disjunction of BS (3)(4)(5).
Proof. This result can be proved by the granular relationships or by Table 2. h.

Other M-Regions semantics can be similarly extracted. Moreover, the approximations semantics accord with their direct
logical double-semantics in Section 6.1.
7. Conclusion

D-Quantification exhibits the quantitative completeness and quantitative expansibility/inclusiveness and is novel and
valuable, while PG-Approx-Space provides the basic supported space. This paper first constructs the space and plane
forms of PG-Approx-Space to rigorously organize and effectively store the quantitative information. Then, the semantics
construction principle is specifically established to fulfill the quantitative information extraction and fusion, while the
system isomorphism theory shows that the measure fusion accords with the set operation. Moreover, the system struc-
ture theory underlies the model applications in RS-Theory. Accordingly, the semantics and semantics granules become
the core contents in PG-Approx-Space, and BS and BS-Granules are particularly achieved. According to GrC, all six types
of granules (BS-Granules, B-Granules, C-Granules, M-Regions, BM-Regions, BMC-Granules) become fundamental for the
semantic, microscopic and macroscopic descriptions, and furthermore, they and their granular hierarchical structure dee-
ply describe D-Quantification. For the RS-Model in PG-Approx-Space, the model regions and model expansion and the
concrete models and their structures build up important bases for D-Quantification applications. In summary, based
on the quantitative information architecture, this paper systematically conducts and investigates D-Quantification and
particularly establishes a fundamental and general exploration framework, and the results underlie D-Quantification
studies and applications.

Moreover, this paper conducts the fundamental measures studies on PG-Approx-Space based on the knowledge and con-
cept, where the concept is viewed as only the set parameter. Furthermore, both the knowledge and concept systems are
worth deeply exploring in PG-Approx-Space, while attribute reduction and rule extraction with D-Quantification become
the next in-depth work.
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